Last Saturday evening the Tech-Hec won its first game of the season, and by a score of 7 to 6 in the final period, with a somewhat changed line-up, defeated the Crescents, 6 to 4 in favor of Tech.

In their first game of the season, the Princeton and Harvard games were Brown, Cornell, Carlisle, Penn and Lafayette. Penn scored 151 to 0, while Harvard scored 151 to 0.

The summaries:

**Eastern Elevens:**
- Harvard, Pennsylvania, Yale, and others.

**Penn for Premier Honors:**
- Harvard, Amherst, Brown, Yale, and others.

**Princeton, Cornell, Dartmouth, Williams:**
- Just to mention a few of the Eastern Elevens.

**Technology:**
- A fine score of 7 to 6 in our favor.

**Tech:**
- Last Saturday evening the Aero Club undertook its first excursion to the Burgess Company's Plan at Marblehead. The members of the tech-north Station, at 2:15 P.M., and arrived at Marblehead at about 3 o'clock. Mr. Merrill conducted the party towards the yard, and here they were received by Mr. Curtiss, the manager of Burgess.

**California Science and the author of the Science of Flight:**
- Mary Baker Eddy, the founder of Christian Science and the author of the Science of Flight and the Science of the Sc.TIME.